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Common Sense Consumption Act: Provide for Limited Liability of Food Manufacturers, Packers, Distributors, and Others from Claims Relating to Weight Gain and Obesity; Provide for Exceptions to Such Liability; Provide for Pleading Requirements Relating to Claims; Provide for a Stay During the Pendency of Any Motion; Provide for Applicability of Claims; Provide for Related Matters; Repeal Conflicting Laws; and for Other Purposes

CODE SECTIONS: O.C.G.A. §§ 26-2-430 to -436 (new)
BILL NUMBER: HB 1519
ACT NUMBER: 590
GEORGIA LAWS: 2004 Ga. Laws 767
SUMMARY: The Act prohibits consumers from filing claims against food manufacturers, packers, distributors, and others, based on the legal theory that the foods caused weight gain or obesity. However, there are exceptions to the limited liability for adulteration or misbranding violations and any other material federal or state law violations. The Act provides definitions of terms and requires that one plead with particularity any claims arising under the exemption for adulteration or misbranding.

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 2004

History

In late 2002, two minors and their parents filed a lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York against McDonald’s and several of its retail outlets alleging damages resulting from the minors’ obesity.¹ The plaintiffs alleged that

McDonald’s food products caused the minors’ obesity.\textsuperscript{2} In the lawsuit, the plaintiffs alleged that McDonald’s sold a deceptive product, and the deception caused the minors to consume McDonald’s food products.\textsuperscript{3} The court dismissed the initial lawsuit, but it dismissed certain counts without prejudice to allow the plaintiffs to plead their allegations with specificity.\textsuperscript{4} However, the court subsequently dismissed the amended complaint as well, this time with prejudice.\textsuperscript{5} Even though the court provided specific guidelines, the plaintiffs neither made any claims about specific instances of deceptive advertising nor did they provide adequate information for a determination of whether McDonald’s products were the proximate cause of their obesity.\textsuperscript{6} Yet, had the plaintiffs been able to document particular advertisements and to establish the “connection between [their] injuries and the consumption of McDonald’s foods,” the judge might have allowed their lawsuit to continue.\textsuperscript{7}

\textit{Bill Tracking of HB 1519}

\textit{Consideration by the House}

The sponsors of HB 1519 introduced the bill to prevent a claim similar to the one in \textit{Pelman} from arising in Georgia.\textsuperscript{8} Representatives DuBose Porter, Butch Parrish, Greg Morris, and Edward Stephens of the 119th, 102nd, 120th, and 124th districts, respectively, sponsored HB 1519.\textsuperscript{9} The House first read HB 1519 on February 18, 2004, and the Speaker then assigned the bill to the House Economic Development and Tourism Committee.\textsuperscript{10} The
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House engrossed the bill on February 19, 2004, and the House Committee favorably reported on February 25, 2004.\textsuperscript{11}

\textit{Passage by the House}

The House adopted the engrossed bill on March 1, 2004 by a vote of 169 to 0.\textsuperscript{12} Representative Porter spoke to the floor and urged his fellow representatives to pass the bill.\textsuperscript{13} He explained that the bill’s intent was to combat frivolous lawsuits, and he emphasized the importance of individuals taking responsibility for their own actions.\textsuperscript{14} He assured the floor that companies would still be responsible for packing or misbranding violations and that the “knowing and willful standard” would still apply even though the intent of the bill was to limit liability for these same parties.\textsuperscript{15} Only one question came from the floor.\textsuperscript{16} Representative Barbara Bunn of the 63rd district asked whether the bill would apply to tobacco products, and Representative Porter assured her that the bill was only applicable to food and beverage products.\textsuperscript{17}

\textit{Consideration and Passage by the Senate}

The Senate first read HB 1519 on March 2, 2004.\textsuperscript{18} Senate President Mark Taylor then assigned it to the Senate Judiciary Committee.\textsuperscript{19} The Senate Committee favorably reported the bill on March 9, 2004, and the bill passed by a vote of 50 to 0 on March 22, 2004.\textsuperscript{20} Senator Preston Smith of the 52nd district spoke about the bill on the Senate floor and urged his colleagues to pass the tort reform legislation.\textsuperscript{21} Senator Nadine Thomas from the 10th district
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made a single comment, asking Senator Smith to remember that obesity is a disease and that there should be a distinction between obese and morbidly obese people.22

The Act

The Act creates the “Common-[S]ense Consumption Act” by adding Code sections 26-2-430 to -436.23 Section 26-2-430 states that Article 16 “shall be known and may be cited as the Common-[S]ense Consumption Act.”24 The next section provides definitions for the following terms: “[c]laim,” “Federal act,” “[g]enerally-known condition allegedly caused by or allegedly likely to result from long-term consumption,” “[k]nowing and willful,” and “[o]ther person.”25 Section 26-2-432 provides limited civil liability for “a manufacturer, packer, distributor, carrier, holder, seller, marketer, or advertiser of a food . . . for any claim arising out of weight gain [or] obesity . . . .”26 Notwithstanding section 26-2-432, the next section allows certain civil suits where the claim alleges either a “material violation of an adulteration or misbranding requirement” or “[a]ny other material violation of federal or state law” relating to food products.27 The remaining sections of the Act provide the pleading and discovery requirements for lawsuits allowed under section 26-2-433 and apply the Act to all lawsuits pending as of July 1, 2004, regardless of when the claim arose.28

22. Id. (remarks by Sen. Nadine Thomas).
Analysis

Georgia is not the only state to pass a bill imposing limited liability for obesity-related lawsuits against food manufacturers and retailers. In Illinois, the legislature passed a similar bill that provides qualified immunity for food and beverage manufacturers, sellers, and suppliers for claims of obesity, weight gain, or any related physical or mental condition arising from over-consumption. Additionally, the United States House of Representatives has passed H.R. 339, dubbed the "cheeseburger bill." This bill, called the "Personal Responsibility in Food Consumption Act," provides qualified civil immunity to manufacturers, marketers, distributors, advertisers, sellers, and trade associations from lawsuits alleging weight gain or obesity from consumption of food products.31

The sponsors of these bills introduced them in response to the first lawsuit against McDonald's, which the District Court for the Southern District of New York dismissed with prejudice in September 2003. Although the court dismissed the suit against McDonald's, lawmakers may have worried that similar fast food lawsuits could lead to litigation as large as the recent tobacco suits. In fact, some commentators have even advocated that these lawsuits are necessary to combat the nation's obesity problem. Advocates of the lawsuits argue that the food retailers and manufacturers would raise prices to compensate for the lawsuits, thereby making the food, which is now relatively inexpensive, comparable in price to healthier foods. The threat of lawsuits may have also caused fast food outlets to revamp their menus. McDonald's has recently introduced an

35. See id.
adult "Go Active!" meal that contains salads and water along with healthy lifestyle tips for consumers. Other companies may follow McDonald's lead and make similar changes, regardless of efforts by Congress and state legislatures to limit the liability of these companies.
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